Minibeast Classification

Instructions:
Cut out the minibeasts and paste them where you think they should be.

Does the minibeast have legs?

Yes

Does it have wings?

Yes

Can it sting you?

No

Does it have more than 8 legs?

Yes

No

Does it have a shell?

Yes

No

No
Minibeast Classification **Answers**

Does the minibeast have legs?

- **Yes**
  - Does it have wings?
    - **Yes**
      - Can it sting you?
        - **Yes**
          - [Image of insect]
    - **No**
      - Does it have more than 8 legs?
        - **Yes**
          - [Image of butterfly]
        - **No**
          - [Image of worm]

- **No**
  - Does it have a shell?
    - **Yes**
      - [Image of snail]
    - **No**
      - [Image of worm]